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coincide with social liberty, which means the wide
distribution of the power of self-determination, A
majority, supreme in its legal rights, may behave im-
morally : the transference of absolutism from a Stuart
to a House of Commons does not guarantee the rights
of the citizen who happens to be in a minority. And,
quite apart from the question of political action, the
tyranny of the majority can be most brutally enforced
by the action of an intolerant public opinion. In other
words, the people, whose voice is as the voice of God,
may and does behave in the same spirit as the mob of
schoolboys who will torture a newcomer for having the
wrong sort of collars or a comic Christian name. If
the connexion between divinity and democracy that is
so loved of doctrinaires be founded on fact, then
assuredly God moves in a mysterious way His blunders
to perform.
Thus it was only natural that, with the growing
acceptance of the democratic principle, political theory
should concern itself more and more with the individual.
The old straggle against Divine Right had been fought
and won : the struggle against the eighteenth-century
oligarchy had also resulted in a victory, not, indeed, for
the whole people, but certainly for the rising commercial
class. The first task of the Utilitarians, in pursuit of
general happiness, had been the destruction of ' sinister
interests *, and in their way they had achieved a vast
amount. * The legislation which followed the Reform
Bill gave an approximate sanction to their doctrine.
The abolition of rotten boroughs destroyed the sinister
interest of the landowners; the reform of munici-
palities, the sinister interest of the self-elected corpora-
tions ; the new poor-law, the sinister interests of the
parish vestries ; and the ecclesiastical reforms showed
that great prelates and ancient cathedrals were not too

